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AMP limited
Level 23, 33 Alfred Sireet
Sydney NSW 2000 Australia

GPO 80,4134
Sydney NSW 2001 Auslralla
Telephone 02 9257 6784
graham_duf(@amp.com.au

8 October 2010
The Chairman
Australian Accounting Standards Board
PO Box 204
Collins Street West VIC 8007
Dear Sir,

Response to the AASB Exposure Draft ED 198 Revenue from Contracts with
Customers.
I attach our response to the International Accounting Standards Board (lAS B) Exposure
Draft ED/201016 Revenue from Contracts with Customers for your consideration.
In addition to the attached submission, we provide the following comments with respect to
the "AASB Specific Matters for Commenf' set out in ED 198:

We anticipate that the linking of revenue recognition to the customer obtaining control of
a service under the requirements may result in some "up-front" fees on investment
management products to be deferred (as a contract liability) and recognised over the life
of the contract.
Consideration should be given to whether this treatment could result in an increase to the
amount of capital which is required to be held by some investment managers under their
Australian Financial Services License.
We set out an alternative proposal in our attached submission to the IASB which
addresses this matter.
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Overall, in our view, the proposals would not result in financial statements that would be
useful to users. In particular, we believe:
1. The expensing of all acquisition costs does not reflect the economic substance of
some types of contracts where it is normal to recover the upfront acquisition costs
over the life of a contract; and
2. The requirement to link revenue recognition for service contracts to a customer
gaining "control" of the service will not always result in an intuitive outcome, in
particular for non-refundable up-front fees which may now be deferred over the life
of a contract.

In general and subject to the specific matters discussed in our attached submission to the
IASB, we believe that the proposal are in the best interests of the Australian and New
Zealand economies.

We do not have any specific comments on this matter.
Further discussion
Please do not hesitate to contact Graham Duff (Manager - Accounting Policy and Advice)
on 02 9257 6784 or at graham duff@amp.com.au if you would like to discuss any of the
matters in this document.
Regards,

Paul Leaming
Chief Financial Officer
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AMP Limited
Level 23, 33 Alfred Street
Sydney NSW 2000 Australia

GPO Box4134
Sydney NSW 2001 Australia
Telephone 02 9257 6784

graham_duff@amp.com.au

8 October 2010
Sir David Tweedie
Chairman
International Accounting Standards Board
30 Cannon Street
London EC4M 6XH United Kingdom
Dear Sir,

Response to the IASB Exposure Draft ED/2010/6: Revenue from Contracts
with Customers.
This letter sets out the response from AMP Limited (AMP) to the International Accounting
Standards Board's (IASB's) Exposure Draft ED/2010/6 Revenue from Contracts with
Customers dated June 2010 (the ED).
AMP is generally supportive of the proposals contained in the ED in relation to the
identification of separate performance options obligations and the allocation of the
transaction price to the separate performance obligations.
AMP does not, however, support either:
•

the proposal that the recognition of revenue be recognised only on a basis that
reflects the satisfaction of performance obligations to customers using a "control"
criterion; or

•

the proposal that an entity be required to immediately expense the cost of
acquiring contracts with customers.

We provide further detail on these matters below.
The Appendix to this letter sets out our responses to the specific questions for
respondents included in the ED.
AMP would like to thank the IASB for this opportunity to provide input on the changes
proposed in the ED. We would appreciate any further opportunity to assist the lASS in
further developing its final standard.
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About AMP
AMP is a leading wealth management and life insurance group operating in Australia and
New Zealand with selected investment management activities in Asia and a growing
banking business in Australia. AMP Limited is dual-listed on both the Australian and New
Zealand stock exchanges.
Fulfilment of a performance obligations
The ED proposes that revenue is not recognised until the customer obtains control of a
good or service which is a performance obligation under the contract.
In our view, the timing of revenue recognition should be aligned with the work effort of the
entity to fulfil the obligation under the contract with the customer. The pattern of revenue
recognition which would result from adopting the requirements proposed in the ED would
not reflect the work effort of the entity where an entity undertakes significant activity to
fulfil its obligations under the contract in advance of the customer obtaining control of the
goods or services.
Within the wealth management industry, some activities (such as setting up an account
for a new customer) involve upfront costs which would not qualify as a separate
performance obligation under the ED. These upfront costs may be significant and are
often recovered by charging an upfront fee to the customer. Under the ED, no profit
margin would be recognised on performance of these upfront activities.
In such circumstances we would propose that the completion of the work effor! required
to meet a performance obligation, rather than the transfer of control, provides a more
relevant basis for establishing the pattern of revenue recognition which is more reflective
of the economics of the transaction.
Paragraph Be30 of the basis of conclusions contends that meeting a performance
obligation to a customer is the appropriate trigger for revenue recognition "because on
satisfying a performance obligation, an entity no longer has the obligation to provide the
good or service." In our view, this rationale would equally be applicable to completing the
work effor! required to meet a performance obligation.

AMP's proposal
This alternative approach could be established as a requirement to recognise revenue at
the earlier of:
(a) when the customer obtains control of a good or service which is a performance
obligation under the contract (as proposed in the ED); and
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(b) when all ofthe following conditions (based on paragraph 20 of the existing
standard lAS 118 Revenue) are satisfied:
(i) the entity has a contractual right to recover the revenue from the customer
(although this may be subject to the future fulfilment of performance
obligations);
(ii) the amount of revenue can be measured reliably;
(iii) it is probable that the economic benefits associated with the transaction will
flow to the entity;
(iv) the stage of completion of the transaction at the end of the reporting period
can be measured reliably; and
(v) the 'costs incurred for the transaction and the costs to complete the
transaction can be measured reliably.
Contract acquisition costs
Paragraph 59(a) of the ED requires an entity to expense the costs of obtaining a
customer contract when incurred. We are concerned that this requirement is not
consistent with:
• the treatment of other intangible assts which are ultimately recovered through
revenue from customers;
• the treatment of acquisition costs under other current and proposed standards;
and
• the principle of matching described in the lASS's Framework for the Preparation
and Presentation of Financial Statements.
Inconsistency with lAS 38 Intangible Assets
In the absence of the proposals in the ED, a valuable contract with a customer would be
within the definition of an intangible asset in lAS 38 as it is an identifiable, non-monetary
asset without physical sUbstance and accordingly the costs of acquiring a contract might
be eligible for capitalisation. In our view, the explicit requirement in paragraph 59(a) of
the ED to expense the costs of acquiring a contract creates an inconsistency between the
treatment of customer contract assets and other intangibles whose value is ultimately
recovered through customer revenue.

Licensing rights, customer lists and trade marks are examples of intangible assets that
are generally recovered through revenue from customer contracts. The recovery assets
recognised for licensing rights, customer lists and trademarks are (all other things being
equal) inherently less certain than customer contracts as for these intangible assets the
entity has to first secure customer contracts and then fulfil the performance obligations.
Under the proposals in the ED, an entity would be able to recognise an asset in relation to .
the cost of acquiring a licensing right, customer list or trademark that was probable to
generate future economic benefits through making the entity more competitive in .
obtaining contracts with customers. However, if an entity directly acquires customer
contracts, the costs in doing so will be expensed.
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Inconsistency with financial instruments and insurance contracts
Paragraph 43 of lAS 39 requires (for financial assets or liabilities not at fair value through
profit or loss) that the initial measurement of the financial instrument include transaction
costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition or issue of the financial asset or
financial liability. Paragraph 39 of ED/2010/8Insurance Contracts proposes that
incremental acquisition costs of an insurance contract be included as part of the fulfilment
cash flows of the contract. Both of these approaches result in the incremental acquisition
costs being deferred and amortised over the life of the contract.
The proposal in the ED to expense all acquisition costs will therefore result in a different
treatment being adopted depending on whether a particular contract is within the scope of
the ED or another standard. The proposal also causes additional complexity in
determining the treatment of acquisition costs for a contract which is required to be
unbundled and its components accounted for separately under different standards.
Matching
Paragraph 95 of the IASB's Framework for the Preparatioll and Presentation of Financial
Statements provides the following discussion on the. matching principle:
Expenses are recognised in the income statement on the basis of a direct
association between the costs incurred and the earning of specific items of
income. This process, commonly referred to as the matching of costs with
revenues, involves the simultaneous or combined recognition of revenues and
expenses that result directly and jointly from the same transactions or other
events; for example, the various components of expense making up the.cost of
goods sold are recognised at the same time as the income derived from the sale
of the goods. However, the application of the matching concept under this
Framework does not allow the recognition of items in the balance sheet which do
not meet the definition of assets or liabilities.
In some cases, particularly for investment management business, up-front fees are
established to recover the acquisition costs, such that from the entity's perspective, the
upfront cash flows are matched. Under the ED, if the customer does not obtain control of
a service at inception, the entity would be unable to recognise revenue but required to
expense the costs. Thus an accounting loss would be created on an economically neutral
transaction. This issue would be resolved by allowing the entity to recognise the up-front
fee at inception (discussed earlier on pages 2-3).
For other contracts, a service is priced such that the up-front acquisition costs are
recovered over the life of a contract. In these instances, to the extent that contract
acquisition costs meet the definition of an asset, allowing the deferral of acquisition costs.
would appear to be more consistent with the IASB Framework than the proposed
requirement that such costs be expensed as incurred.
AMP's proposal
.
We propose that this requirement be amended to allow the deferral of incremental
acquisition costs subject to a recoverability test.
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Further discussion
Please do not hesitate to contact Graham Duff (Manager - Accounting Policy and Advice)
on +61 2 9257 6784 or at graham duff@amp.com.au if you would like to discuss any of
the matters in this document.
Regards,

Paul Leaming
Chief Financial Officer
Cc: Mr. Kevin Stevenson, Chairman - Australian Accounting Standards Board
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Appendix - detailed responses to IASB's specific request for comments
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We agree with the proposal to use price interdependence as the principle to determine whether to
combine or segment contracts and whether to separately account for a contract modification as a
separate contract.
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We agree with the criteria proposed in paragraph 23 of the ED for determining whether a good or
seNice is distinct.
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The ED proposes that revenue is not recognised until the customer obtains control of a good or
seNice which is a performance obligation Ulider the contract.
In our view, the timing of revenue recognition should be aligned with the work effort of the entity to
fulfil the obligation under the contract with the customer. The pattern of revenue recognition which
would result from adopting the requirements proposed in the ED would not reflect the work effort of
the entity where an entity undertakes significant activity to fulfil its obligations under the contract in
advance of the customer obtaining control of the goods or seNices.
Within the wealth management industry, some activities (such as setting up an account for a new
customer) involve uplront costs which would not qualify as a separate performance obligation under
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the ED. These upfront costs may be significant and are often recovered by charging an upfront fee
to the customer. Under the ED, no profit margin would be recognised on performance of these
upfront activities.
In such circumstances we would propose that the completion of the work effort required to meet a
performance obligation rather than the transfer of control provides a more relevant basis for
establishing the pattern of revenue recognition which is more reflective of the economics of the
transaction.
Paragraph Se30 of the basis of conclusions contends that meeting a performance obligation to a
. customer is the appropriate trigger for revenue recognition "because on satisfying a performance
obligation, an entity no longer has the obligation to provide the good or service." In our view, this
rationale would equally be applicable to completing the work effort required to meet a performance
obligation.

AMP's proposal
This alternative approach could be established as a requirement to recognise revenue at the earlier
of:
(a) when the customer obtains control of a good or service which is a performance obligation
under the contract (as proposed in the ED); and
(b) when all of the following conditions (based on paragraph 20 of the existing standard lAS 118
Revenue) are satisfied:
(I) the entity has a contractual right to recover the revenue from the customer (although this
may be subject to the future fulfilment of performance obligations);
(ii) the amount of revenue can be measured reliably;
(iii) it is probable that the economic benefits associated with the transaction will flow to the
entity;
(iv) the stage of completion of the transaction at the end of the reporting period can be
measured reliably; and
(v) the costs incurred for the transaction and the costs to complete the transaction can be
measured reliably.
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We agree that an entity should recognise revenue on the basis of an estimated transaction price
where that transaction price can be reasonably estimated.
We do not believe that the criteria set out paragraph 38 and 39(c) in relation to an entity's
experience with similar contracts are consistent with the stated principle as an entity may be
capable of preparing a reliable estimate of the transaction price without having experience with
similar types of contracts, such as where the transaction price Is sensitive to a single variable input
and the entity has experience in reliably estimating that input, but the entity has not historically
entered into contracts with variable revenue. We are also concerned that these criteria have the
potential to result in Inconsistent accounting treatments between market entrants and established
players, as it makes the criteria revenue recognition subjective to an entity's own experience.
In our view, a better approach would be for the standard to set criteria around the level of reliability
required in order for the estimate to be used and remain neutral as to the way that an entity
achieves this level of reliability. We believe that the criteria set out in 39(a), (b) and (d) are useful In
this regard.
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We agree with the proposal that the customer's credit risk should affect how much revenue an
entity recognises rather than whether it recognises revenue. In particular, we support the approach
set out in paragraph B78 of the application guidance which directs an entity to use the original
invoiced amount in circumstances where the effect of the customer's credit risk on the transaction
price is immaterial.
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We agree that an entity should adjust the amount of promised consideration to reflect the time
value of money if the contract includes a material financing component.
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We agree that an entity should allocate the transaction price to all separate performance obligations
in proportion to the stand-alone selling price of the good or service underlying each of the
performance obligations.
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Appendix C to the ED proposes that lAS 38 Intangible Assets be amended to exclude from its
scope contract assets which are within the scope of the ED. Depending on the drafting on the
amendment, this may prevent an intangible asset being recognised in relation to a customer
contract eve'n though paragraph 57 contemplates this as an example.
If the proposed amendment to lAS 38 was drafted so as to allow the recognition of separate
intangible assets with respect to costs that were not recognised as part of the contract asset, then a
contradiction may arise with paragraph 59(a) of the ED which requires the costs of obtaining a
contract to be expensed.
We are concerned that the requirement In paragraph 59(a) to expense the costs of obtaining a
contract is not consistent with:
•
the treatment of other intangible assts which are ultimately recovered through revenue from
customers
• the treatment of acquisition costs for financial instruments under lAS 39 and the proposed
treatment of acquisition costs for insurance contracts under the lASS's exposure draft
ED/2010/8

•

Insurance Contracts

the principle of matching described in the lASS's Framework for the Preparation and
Presentation of Financial Statements.
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Inconsistency with lAS 38 Intangible Assets
A valuable contract with a customer would be within. the definition of an intangible asset lAS 38 as it
is an identifiable, non-monetary asset without physical substance but for the proposed changes in
Appendix C of the ED explicitly removing such an asset from the scope of lAS 38. In our view,this
approach creates an unnecessary inconsistency between the treatment of customer contract assets
and other intangibles whose value is ultimately recovered through customer revenue.
Licensing rights, customer lists and trade marks are examples of Intangible assets that are
generally recovered through revenue from customer contracts. The recovery of assets recognised
for licensing rights, customer lists and trademarks are (all other things being equal) inherently less
certain than customer contracts as for these intangible assets the entity has to first secure customer
contracts and then fulfil the performance obligations.
Under the proposals in the ED, an entity would be able to recognise an asset in relation to the cost
of acquiring a licensing right, customer list or trademark that was probable to the generate future
economic benefits through making the entity more competitive in obtaining contracts with
customers. However, if an entity directly acquires customer contracts, the costs in doing so will be
expensed.

Inconsistency with financial instruments and insurance contracts
Paragraph 43 of lAS 39 requires (for financial assets or liabilities not at fair value through profit or
loss) that the Initial measurement of the financial instrument include transaction costs that are
directly attributable to the acquisition or issue of the financial asset or financialliabilily. In addition,
paragraph 39 of ED/201 0/8 proposes that Incremental acquisition costs of an insurance contract be
included as part of the fulfilment cash flows of the contract. Both of these approaches result in the
incremental acquisition costs being deferred and amortised over the life of the contract.
The proposal in the ED to expense all acquisition costs will result in a different treatment being
adopted depending on which standard is applicable to the contract. This will pose a particular
problem In determining the treatment of acquisition costs for a contract which is required to be
unbundled and its components accounted for separately under different standards.

MatchIng
Paragraph 95 of the IAS8's Framework for the Preparation and Presentation of Financial
Statements provides the following discussion on the matching principle:
Expenses are recognised in the income statement on the basis of a direct assooiation
between the costs inourred and the earning of specific items of income. This process,
commonly referred to as the matching of costs with revenues, involves the simultaneous or
combined recognition of revenues and expenses that result directly and jointly from the
same transactions or other events; for example, the various components of expense
making up the cost of goods sold are recognised at the same time as the income derived
from the sale of the goods. However, the application of the matching concept under this
Framework does not allow the recognition of items in the balance sheet which do not meet
the definition of assets or liabilities.
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In our view, to the extent that contract acquisition costs meet the definition of an asset, allowing the
deferral of acquisition costs would be more consistent with the IASB Framework than the proposed
requirement that such costs be expensed as incurred.

AMP's proposal
We propose that this requirement be amended to allow the deferral of incremental acquisition costs
subject to a recoverability test.
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Refer to our response to question 8 above in relation to the costs of acquiring a contract.
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We believe that the proposed disclosure requirements will meet the boards' objective to help the
users of financial' statements understand the amount, timing and uncertainty of revenue and cash
flows arising from contracts with customers.
In our view, however, the reconciliation of contract balances required by paragraph 75 appears to
duplicate disclosure that would already be provided in the statement of cash flows.

AMP's proposal
We propose that rather than providing a reconciliation of contract assets and contract liabilities, an
entity should simply present the items required by paragraph 75(a).
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The requirement to provide disclosure for contracts with an original duration expected to exceed
one year would not provide relevant information for contracts (such as open ended service
contracts) for which the entity has an expectation, but does not have an obligation to continue
providing services for more than a year.
In our view, it would be more appropriate to disclose this Information only for contracts where the
entity is obligated to continue providing services for greater than one year.
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We do not agree With the basis of disaggregation proposed in the ED. In our view it would be
preferable to align any requirements to disaggregate revenue with the existing criteria for operating
segment disclosure.
In our view, any required disaggregation should be aligned to operating segments disclosures
where these are required under IFRS 8.
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We agree that the proposed requirements should apply retrospectively.
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.In our view, the application guidance is sufficient to make the proposals operational.
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.QUIl:;tiO~ .1;;',7'h~'h~~;d;%i&k&se!h?i<ln{ln(ilyshOlllq.diSli~gJil!llb~[J.;~~Ajh~fdil()~irlglYPIl:; .Q(.'." . ;
no(giv~riseto ,apeftorma/)Cf1QbligatioiJb,I!ll~qiJjref?~ey~(~alion of wheth~; tl1(JEiotilYf1?I?
s?i(sfie~Jtsp()rfor((lflnGE/Qbligation to(r?Mierih~prciifiJp.i~p~9i(i~dln .thE; ~ont;aci. .. .....

·.V:';c

·(b)~~~~r~;tYthatP;o~id~~.·a qusto!n();;itllq~J~~fld~f~;;~JltsJ~atari~e. aft~r·t~eprodu9~I;c~;j§·····
IransferreaI9i/)~ ,r:;usiomeiThis gives rise toa peftoima~r:;~bb!lgf;ltkmin addition 10 the ... . ',.•. '.

per(or((l~h~~}/t>.Ji~a(lont()trflnsfer theproduPtspecifi~/oih~}()n!ract,
- .", ....-,.:.":':;::":.:.:,::

:::'::~:::<:;

":',:" ".;.

,... . ........... , ..

... -·;··,-:·:·,·::-:,·-:::.~<:-:·:.\.:·i ::.::.-:-::<:~ ::.:::";.:.". "".'

We do not have any relevant comments in relation to this question.

QlI~$t/~J16;fh()bOarqS~rOposethe fOlloWin; if 1l1i9~~C~;snotconsidered 10 be fl saleJ(·

intel/~ctu~lpr()MrtY:
.":".:".:' .

'i'\.>.·

a

::.:>.:::\:>::': :

. '···,• "i{;.).•. ii\

'.•

(a) /(iJ,I1JilJtiIYf1ral1ts customer anexciusiveiic?oceioilseit$ intel/ectual property, ilhiJ,fM/
..
. <pert-ormflncE/()/)ligiltion to permit th~ US~QVt~}/)fel/~ciJa/p;'opelfyand it satisfies that iJplig~iiorl . ·.· '
.····.'bverih~ i,>r!l10f the licence; and
· · > i < .•••....

.nqMe~;IJsitit'iC?nc~to

inte'!ectua!prope»;'/t~a~ai"

.(;Jlffjn'enlity·giantsfl· custom.'>'?
'use its
. . .....
..performanceo/)ligation to transff!rth~j;r;enCefjfl~ it sfjtisfies tllat obligation when th~¢~siorneri'
iis ;;loleto lise and benefitfromthe/icflnce.
..
. .. ....
... . . ... .
pbY6uagree that the pa!lE;;n 0;reV~fJJere90~nition .should dependOfJWhelhJPtfJeW?lJce1s . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~X(;luSiVe? Do you agree
or ...
\vhjlilOt?
. .with
. . ...thep?flerlJsqfr?venue
. .... . . ...... ." . .. . recognition prop()sed
. ... ..... by:{heb()ardS?
. .. .. ..
. .Why...
We do not have any relevant comments in relation to this question.
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We agree with the proposal that the revenue model should be applied to the sale of non-financial
assets.

Not applicable.
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